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Simulation models are perceived by many as a black box and the
analysis of simulation results is not easy to communicate.
• Simulation as a research method has become more and more
established over the past years in the social sciences
• Some disciplines are still hesitating to use simulation extensively,
which is reflected in a relatively low number of top journal publications
in these fields (Richiardi et al. 2006)
• Two possible reasons for the current situation can be identified:
– simulation models are still perceived by many as a black box
– the analysis of simulation results is not easy to communicate
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This paper proposes a standard to analyze and present simulation
results.
• Aim of this paper to contribute to
standardization in order to
(1) Increase transparency of
simulation models and their
behavior (vs. black box)
(2) Improve effectiveness in the
communication of simulation
results (ease of communication)

Two concrete outputs
(1) Standardized
procedure to analyze
simulation models based
on DOE principles
(2) Concrete templates
based on DOE principles

• Positive role model is empirical
research with standardized
procedures for analyzing and
presenting data (e.g. common
knowledge what is meant by “p <
.05”; Axelrod 1997)
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First developments to standardization in social simulation do exist.
(1) Richiardi et al. (2006) demands for
standardization, i.e. potential pitfalls and
opportunities, along all major parts of the
research process
(2) ODD protocol (Overview, Design and Details)
focuses on the simulation model’s documentation/
description (Grimm et al. 2006/2010)
(3) OpenABM as platform to publish simulation source
code, which is demanded e.g. for publications in the
journal JASSS

Logic of Simulation
as Method (Gilbert/Troitzsch 2005)

Target
Modelling
Model
Simulation

Open: Standard for simulation data
analysis and communication

Simulated Data
Validation
Collected Data
(Theory)
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•
•

•

DOE originates in common criticism to analysis of experiments in
agriculture and biology (Wu et al. 2000)
Definition DOE:
“the process of planning, designing and analysing the experiment so
that valid and objective conclusions can be drawn effectively and
efficiently” (Antony 2003)
Classification of basic issues addressed by DOE (Wu et al. 2000):
Treatment
Comparisons

Identification of best settings.

Response Surface
Exploration

Identification of the most important
variables.
Detailed effect analysis of a small number of
important variables.

System
Optimization

Identification of a variable value
combination to optimize the response.

Increasing System
Robustness

Choosing suitable values for control factors
to limit the impact of noise factors.

Variable Screening
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picture from http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v8/n4/full/nmeth.f.340.html

Basic DOE as an essential part of experimental methodology.
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In addition to existing initiatives for the application of DOE in simulation,
more standardization of procedures in simulation research is needed.
• Literature about how DOE principles can be applied in the domain of
simulation do exist*
• The basic principles are incorporated into standard simulation
textbooks (Law 2007)
• General DOE texts include sections about the application of
simulations (e.g. Siebertz et al. 2010)
• Some examples exist as well for the application of DOE in current
simulation research (see Raghu et al. 2003)
• But, looking at simulation papers, DOE is not sufficiently disseminated.
Tentative explanation: DOE is not sufficiently integrated in the
research process of simulation.

*) Kleijnen 2008, Barton 2004, Kelton et al. 2003, Kleijnen 1998, Kleijnen et al. 2005, Sanchez 2005
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Design of Experiment in the Research Process of Simulation

Research Process

target

Systematic procedure based
on DOE principles

model

simulation experiment

validation

to produce
and analyse
simulated
data
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A systematic procedure to apply DOE principles in simulation model
analysis is proposed.

preexperimental
phase

(1) Formulate objective of simulation
experiment
Objective

(2) Classification of variables
Categories of independent,
dependent and control variables

(3) Definition of response variables and
factors

Factors, factor levels (ranges),
response variables

(4) Select appropriate factorial design
Factorial design

experimental
phase

(5) Estimation of experimental error
variance
(6) Performing simulation experiment

Number of runs for stochastically
stable results
Simulation response values

(7) Analyzing effects
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Factor effects, 2-factor interaction
effects
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Step (1) Objective of the Simulation Experiment

Problem

Steps

Output

• Clear reference to the research goal is needed
for the experimental setup in order to produce
the ‚right data‘.

• Check potential objectives.
• Check whether results will provide data to
answer the research question.

Objective of simulation experiment
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Given the research question, the objective of the simulation experiment
needs to be formulated to produce adequate data.
• A simulation can be used for many
different issues, for example for the
characterization or optimization of models.
• The research question can only be
answered if the simulation experiment
produces adequate data.
• Two major objectives are typically stressed
(Law 2007):
1. Relative comparison of alternative
simulation configurations, e.g.
identifying important factors and
their effects on the response.
2. Performance assessment of different
simulation configurations, e.g. finding
the optimal parameter settings.
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Research Question

Objective
Treatment Comparisons
Variable Screening
Response Surface Exploration
System Optimization
Increasing System Robustness

Adequate Data
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Deep Dive I - Classification of variables.

preexperimental
phase

(1) Formulate objective of simulation
experiment
Objective

(2) Classification of variables
Categories of independent,
dependent and control variables

(3) Definition of response variables and
factors

Factors, factor levels (ranges),
response variables

(4) Select appropriate factorial design
Factorial design

experimental
phase

(5) Estimation of experimental error
variance
(6) Performing simulation experiment

Number of runs for stochastically
stable results
Simulation response values

(7) Analyzing effects
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Factor effects, 2-factor interaction
effects
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Step (2) Classification of Variables

Problem

• Typically, simulation models have a large
number of variables that influence the model
behavior. An overview is needed.
• What are the important ones for the given
research question?

Steps

• Variables are assigned to one of three groups:
• independent variables
• dependent variables
• control variables

Output

Classification of variables
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The classification of model variables allows for an overview of the different types
of variables based on their roles with respect to the model and its analysis.
• The set of variables has to be
divided into
– the ones that are important for
the given research question
and
– the ones that are not
important but could affect the
model behavior as well.
• Above, the variables measuring
simulation performance have to be
identified to be able to evaluate
the model behavior.
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Classification of Variables
(1) Independent variables
(2) Control variables
(3) Dependent variables
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Basic aspects of the research question can be easily communicated using
the table of variables .
•

•
•

Based on this table one can easily read
− which relationships are in the focus of research and
− major questions under investigations in a standardized and condensed way
Advantageous in an interdisciplinary context, where the relationships of interest are
expressed in the “universal language” of variables and their relationships.
Using variables might make the simulation experiment more accessible, particularly
for non-experts.

Preparation of the simulation experiment by defining
• factors (independent variables and control variables) and
• response variables (dependent variables)
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Step (3) Definition of response variables and factors

preexperimental
phase

(1) Formulate objective of simulation
experiment
Objective

(2) Classification of variables
Categories of independent,
dependent and control variables

(3) Definition of response variables and
factors

Factors, factor levels (ranges),
response variables

(4) Select appropriate factorial design
Factorial design

experimental
phase

(5) Estimation of experimental error
variance
(6) Performing simulation experiment

Number of runs for stochastically
stable results
Simulation response values

(7) Analyzing effects
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Factor effects, 2-factor interaction
effects
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Step (3) Definition of response variables and factors

Problem

Steps

Output

• Model variables and their values have to be
transferred into factors, factor level ranges and
response variables for the simulation
experiment.

• Transformation of variables in quantitative or
qualitative values.
• Check: Control variables as factors?
• Completeness check with program code.

Table of factors
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Terminology – Factor, response variable and parameters
•
•
•

•
•

•

Factor
– Experimental term for independent variables in an experiment.
Factor level
– Potential factor values (quantitative or qualitative).
Control variable
– Variables with no relevant effect on the model/experiment outcome and/or
are not of interest with respect to the research question under
investigation. Therefore fixed by one value or distribution within the
experiment.
Response variable
– Measure for the experiment outcome.
Input parameter
– Technical term for a factor, control variable or technical simulation input
within the simulation program code.
Output parameter
– Technical term for a response variable or technical simulation output within
the simulation program code.
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Transformation of variables into factors and response variables
•
•

•

For the simulation experiment, quantitative or qualitative factor level value ranges,
and discrete or continuous response variables have to be established.
Potential control variables can be included as additional factors to understand their
effects as well.
Check of factors with parameters in the program code (main class parameters)
assures a comprehensive list of influencing factors.
Simulation parameter
(main class)

DOE

Other parameters

double lamda



Factor

double T



Response Variable

double T_i

-

Support parameter to calculate T (per i)

double T_max

-

Support parameter to calculate T (basis)

double[] strategies



double pi

-

Control Variable
Simulation output (report)

(…)
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Important complication: Complex factors may have many different
configurations in their substructure.

• Some factors are complex, having a substructure that determines
their qualitative or quantitative value
• Different configurations may cause varying responses
• To make the effects of complex factors comparable, a benchmark
level for each factor level has to be established

“Cascaded DOE” as solution
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Cascaded DOE allows to identify appropriate configurations of complex
factors.
In the cascaded concept we distinguish two different DOE-Types:
• The Top-Level-DOE is to
analyze the overall
research question,
containing complex
variables as factors
• The subordinated DOEs
aim at optimal factor
configurations on the level
of the substructure of the
complex factor

Optimized learning algorithms performance for treatment comparison
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(4) Select appropriate factorial design

preexperimental
phase

(1) Formulate objective of simulation
experiment
Objective

(2) Classification of variables
Categories of independent,
dependent and control variables

(3) Definition of response variables and
factors

Factors, factor levels (ranges),
response variables

(4) Select appropriate factorial design
Factorial design

experimental
phase

(5) Estimation of experimental error
variance
(6) Performing simulation experiment

Number of runs for stochastically
stable results
Simulation response values

(7) Analyzing effects
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Factor effects, 2-factor interaction
effects
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Step (4) Select appropriate factorial design

Problem

Steps

Output

• How to produce simulation data
systematically?

• Selecting an appropriate factorial design.

Design point matrix
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Alternative Strategies to Factorial Design

Strategies
Buest-gess approach

(1) Arbitrary combination of factors
(2) Outcome
(3) Switching one (or two) factor levels
(depending on the outcome).

One-factor-at-a-time
approach

(1) Baseline (starting point)
(2) Varying each factor over its range
(3) Result: Effects on response value
for each factor, while other factors
are fixed.

Factorial experiment

Factors are varied together.
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Fail to consider
interaction.

Valid and objective
results (reveals
interaction effects)
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Factorial design can deal efficiently with a large number of factors and
factor level ranges.
•

Factorial design assures a systematic analysis of factor level combinations, so
that valid and objective results are produced and interactions between factors
are identified.

•

The choice for the right factorial design depends on the number of factors, the
factor level ranges, and the objective of the simulation experiment.

•

Montgomery 2009 describes the following designs:
– 2k Design. Systematic test of 2 factor levels per k factor.
– One-Half Fraction of 2k Design. Subset of 50% of all possible 2k factor
combinations.
– One-Quarter Fraction of 2k Design. Subset of 25% of all possible 2k factor
combinations.
– 2k-p Fractional Factorial Design. Design with 2k-p runs = 1/2p fraction of 2k
Design.
– 3k Factorial Design. Systematic test of 3 factor levels per k factor.
– … (see DOE literature)
Lorscheid  Heine  Meyer
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For a 2k-factorial design only two factor levels per factor are defined. Typically
one high and one low value per factor.
2k factorial Design:
k number of factors
with 2 factor levels each.
Here: k=5

This leads to
25 = 32 design points in the
design matrix to be run as
simulation settings within the
simulation experiment.
Based on the recorded (average)
resonse values in the design matrix,
the factor effects are calculated.
Lorscheid  Heine  Meyer
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(5) Estimation of experimental error variance

preexperimental
phase

(1) Formulate objective of simulation
experiment
Objective

(2) Classification of variables
Categories of independent,
dependent and control variables

(3) Definition of response variables and
factors

Factors, factor levels (ranges),
response variables

(4) Select appropriate factorial design
Factorial design

experimental
phase

(5) Estimation of experimental error
variance
(6) Performing simulation experiment

Number of runs for stochastically
stable results
Simulation response values

(7) Analyzing effects
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Factor effects, 2-factor interaction
effects
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Step (5) Estimation of experimental error variance

Problem

Steps

Output

• Often, simulation produce non-deterministic
simulation responses, due to stochastic elements
in the model. How many runs per settings are
needed to come to meaningful results?

• Estimation of error variance to define the
needed number of runs per setting by preexperimental simulation runs.
• Check: Stochastic stable results?

Variance Matrix (Number of Runs)
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For an initial estimation of the number of simulation runs required per
simulation setting, the size of the experimental error needs to be analyzed.
• Simulation models often contain
stochastic elements, resulting in
non-deterministic simulation
responses.
• The fluctuation would distort the
analysis of outcome differences
between simulation settings.
• In order to obtain meaningful
results, the mean and variance over
several simulation runs per setting
must be analyzed (Gilbert 2008).
• As a first approximation of the
needed number of runs per setting,
the experimental error analysis is
performed.

Input: random
variable
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Output: random
variable

True characteristic?
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Error Variance Matrix
responses

design point
for error
variance
analysis

number of runs per setting (N)

coefficient of variance
mean and
coefficient
of variance of the
response variable
over N runs.

Providing a dimensionless and
nomalized measure of variance.
Allows for comparing different data
sets to sundry units and means.
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Increasing the number of repetitions typically stabilizes the variability of the
response to a point when cv with increasing N does not change any more.
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Limitations of the error variance analysis.
•
•

•

•

•

The experimental error needs to be interpreted
with respect to the respective model.
General criteria might not be applicable to the
given model, e.g. the variability of the response
variables does not stabilize over an affordable
number of runs.
Definition of number of runs required is a tradeoff
between stability and costs. As in empirical
research, more points of observations bring
accuracy, but produce cost.
Error variance analysis should result in a first
impression of the error variance and in the ability
to approximate the required number of runs per
setting for the simulation experiment.
It should provide a tool for determining the number
of runs and thus for communication and
transparency of the criteria.
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costs

stability /
accuracy
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(6) Performing Simulation Experiment

preexperimental
phase

(1) Formulate objective of simulation
experiment
Objective

(2) Classification of variables
Categories of independent,
dependent and control variables

(3) Definition of response variables and
factors

Factors, factor levels (ranges),
response variables

(4) Select appropriate factorial design
Factorial design

experimental
phase

(5) Estimation of experimental error
variance
(6) Performing simulation experiment

Number of runs for stochastically
stable results
Simulation response values

(7) Analyzing effects
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Factor effects, 2-factor interaction
effects
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Filling the Design Point Matrix with Response Variable Values
• The simulation
experiment is performed
to produce the simulation
data.
• The factor level
combinations are given
from the factorial design
(4.).
• For every design point, N
simulation runs are
performed, as given from
the analysis of error
variance (5.).
• The response values are
recorded as average
values over N runs.

Basis
for
data
analysis
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(7) Analyzing Effects

preexperimental
phase

(1) Formulate objective of simulation
experiment
Objective

(2) Classification of variables
Categories of independent,
dependent and control variables

(3) Definition of response variables and
factors

Factors, factor levels (ranges),
response variables

(4) Select appropriate factorial design
Factorial design

experimental
phase

(5) Estimation of experimental error
variance
(6) Performing simulation experiment

Number of runs for stochastically
stable results
Simulation response values

(7) Analyzing effects
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Factor effects, 2-factor interaction
effects
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Step (7) Analyzing effects

Problem

Steps

Output

• How to analyze the produced data?
• Which factors are important?
• How do the factors influence the simulation
response?

• Factorial ANOVA over simulation data to
identify significant factor effects.
• Effect strength calculation to specify their
strength and direction.

Effect Matrix
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Within the effect analysis we determine factor effects, interaction effects and
control variables as major results.
• Basis for the effect analysis is the design matrix, as defined by the
factorial design.
• Within the effect analysis, we determine the simulation results by
– the effect of every factor on all response values in strength and
direction,
– check for possible interaction effects between factors, and
– fix potential control variables, if they have no or a nominal effect
on the response (result for sensitivity analysis)
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(7a) Test for Significant Factor Effects (factorial ANOVA)
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(7b) Calculation of Effect Sizes
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(7c) Interaction Effect Size
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The effect matrix allows for a condensed representation of simulation results in
a standardized way.
To structure the results we fill an effect matrix for every response value,
containing the factor effects of each factor and all interaction effects between
factor pairs.
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Systematic DOE can contribute substantially to the quality of simulation
research by revealing interaction effects.
• Often, simulation models are analyzed without any reference to
experimental methods, omit apply a “one-factor-at-a-time”experimental approach (e.g. Richiardi et al. 2006)
• This analysis has serious limitations, as it has blind spots and cannot
systematically identify and analyze interactions, unnecessarily limits
the generality of conclusions and can miss optimal factor settings (Wu
et. al. 2000)
• Systematic DOE is a suitable tool to overcome this limitations

Many (published) simulations might contain undiscovered interaction
effects. These can impair the reliability of results and might be a reason
for the black box feeling many have
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„Detective Work“ vs. Design of Experiments
• Often, simulation models are too complex for a full factorial design.
• DOE provides techniques to reduce the simulation analysis complexity
(see fractional factorial design).
• Still, other techniques above systematic DOE might be used to reduce
the model complexity. As there are:
–
–
–
–

switching certain mechanisms on/off,
simplifying scenarios,
making environment constant/homogeneous,
using zero intelligence agents.

• These techniques are proposed to be defined at the beginning of the
analysis process and can be used as benchmark for increasing model
complexity.
• Iterative analyses based on the DOE process can be conducted for
these scenarios.
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Output formats to structure the analysis and support the
communication of results are proposed.
(1) Formulate objective of simulation
experiment
Objective

(2) Classification of variables
Classification of Variables

(3) Definition of response variables and
factors

Table of Factors

(4) Select appropriate factorial design
Design Point Matix

(5) Estimation of experimental error
variance
Error Variance Matrix

(6) Performing simulation experiment
Filled Design Point Matrix

(7) Analyzing effects
Effect Matrix
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Application of the proposed procedure to be guided by critical considerations.
Steps

(1) Formulate objective of simulation
experiment
(2) Classification of variables

(3) Definition of response variables and
factors
(4) Select appropriate factorial design

(5) Estimation of experimental error
variance
(6) Performing simulation experiment

(7) Analyzing effects

Critical considerations*
Fit between research question and the
objective of the simulation experiment?

Potential independent variables not hidden in
the program code?

Control variables as factors for sensitivity
analysis?

Appropriate experimental design chosen?

Result still stochastically stable when
comparing with extreme high number of runs?
Other preliminary design points?

“Checklist” for
individual
application of
procedure
+
Translation to
specifics of
model under
investigation

Response values calculated as avg over number
of runs according to error variance matrix?
Independent variables with nominal / no effect
as control variable?
Final results or further iterations?
Lorscheid  Heine  Meyer
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Proposed systematic procedure and associated templates complement
initiatives for standardization in simulation research currently underway.

Extension of existing
standard with
respect to sharing of
results

(1) Standardized
procedure to
analyze simulation
models based on
DOE principles

(2) Concrete
templates based
on DOE principles
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Proposed standardized procedure helps to further approach the ideal of
„good research“.
Framework for Research Evaluation1
• The proposed standardized
procedure to analyze simulation
“Good Research”
models based on DOE principles
can be used to increase
transparency of simulation results
Credible
Consistent
• The templates based on DOE
Rigorous
Externally Valid
principles can be used as well for
Transparent
Reliable
effectively communicating
Contextual
simulation results, without
Contributory
Original
providing too much detail on the
Relevant
one hand, or impairing
Interesting
Generalizable
transparency on the other
Applicable
Communicable

Transparency and
Communicability of
Simulation Results

Current
Accessible
Consumable

Focus systematic DOE
1Mårtensson
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A, Mårtensson P (2007)
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Several additional benefits specifically relevant for simulation research
can be expected.
• In particular, systematic DOE…
– …allows to identify appropriate configurations of complex
factors (“cascaded DOE”, e.g. learning models)
– …reveals interaction effects often not detectable by “onefactor-at-a-time”-approaches
– ...provides a common language for empirical as well as
simulation researchers, supporting interdisciplinary research
and model validation
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Limitations and opportunities for further research.
• Potential limitations:
• Opportunities for further
research:
– Danger of lack of flexibility in
the face of the heterogeneity
– Incorporation of feedback
of simulation models (not
from actual applications of
intended as methodological
the proposed procedure
strait jacket)
– Extension of critical
– Very high number of variables
considerations to exhaustively
in simulation model may pose
cover the needs of a broad
a more general challenge to
range of simulation models
the procedure described (also
– Integration of more
refer to ongoing discussion on
sophisticated statistical
optimal factorial designs)
techniques into the proposed
– Strict standardization too early
procedure
for the young method, more
exploration needed.
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Research paper about DOE project is available on the web.
• Research Paper about current
state of research
• SSRN ID 1860904

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1860904
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